
Do Not
Disturb

your 
project 

with ugly 
 doors.

Introducing
Rotary White Maple 

Door Faces
Today’s Best Choice for Flush Doors.



Some veneer 
selections
 can lead 

to unforeseen
 problems.

Welcome to 
Rotary White Maple 

Door Faces from

Certain flush door specs can create visual 
problems that can range from “bad” to 
“awful.” That’s because the wood grain, 
cut and veneer match may be contributing
to an unpredictable, unattractive and 
inconsistent look. But there’s good news: 
The best solution for a uniform look has 
been “hiding” in plain sight.

The answer 
has been hiding 
in plain sight.



This clean, quiet face is one of nature’s best-
kept secrets. It’s a superb performer that 
will change the way you specify door faces. By 
choosing Columbia Rotary White Maple, you’ll 
find a dependable hardwood veneer face 
with multiple winning benefits.

Columbia Rotary White Maple is a simple 
solution that solves common veneer match 
and assembly problems while delivering 
beautiful end results.

Eliminates visual problems
•  Barber pole effect - found in maple and birch
    book-matched faces
•  Splice line related issues - often seen in book- 
    matched and slip-matched faces
•  Wild, unwanted grain patterns - common in 
     rotary birch faces
•  “Machine gun” repeated defects - in book- and 
     slip-matched faces  
•  Door-to-door inconsistency - caused by veneers 
    with pronounced grain patterns like birch and oak

Assures dependable results
•  Tight color range
•  Subtle grain characteristics
•  Thicker cut for better sanding, staining and repairs
•  Broad stain and finish flexibility
•  Can be stained to mimic higher-priced veneers
•  Visual uniformity from door to door
•  Durable and long-lasting 
•  Matchable to adjacent wood veneered surfaces

All the advantages. 
None of the drawbacks.

Rotary White Maple
offers a beautiful solution.

Columbia Rotary White Maple 
provides the perfect canvas 

for finishing choices that 
replicate high-cost species.



Rotary White Maple
( Whole piece shown without stain )



Whether it’s a school, hotel, office or commercial 
interior, the right veneer match can really bring 
your designs to life. Columbia Rotary White Maple
offers multiple options... and opportunities:
•  Whole Piece – rotary-cut ensures visual integrity   
    with no splice line, eliminating barber pole effects
•  Plank/Random Match - beautiful lumber-look for 
    a finely-crafted effect
•  Traditional Book Match - pleasant grain pattern 
    and subtle color

Visit our website to download a convenient 
Specification Form, order a special Sample 
Kit, or call our veneer experts at 800-231-4148 
to discuss your project needs today! 

Veneer options that match 
your creativity.

        A better choice in every way.

Ready for a better 
door face? 

Call Columbia for details. 

Columbia Rotary White Maple does more 
than solve appearance problems. It reflects 
our commitment to responsible stewardship, 
and conforms to today’s regulatory and legal 
sourcing requirements. Best of all, it offers 
a cost-effective solution that keeps your 
projects on budget from the start — while 
reducing callbacks down the road.

Learn more, 
or spec your next 

project now!

Maple Plank Matched Door shown
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For more information and samples of 
Columbia Rotary White Maple veneers,

please call us at 

800-231-4148 
Or visit us online at:

ColumbiaForestProducts.com/
RotaryMapleForDoors

We also invite you to visit 

cfpwood.com
for information about our other 

products and services.

Columbia Forest Products is North America’s
leading manufacturer of hardwood plywood
and veneer products. Employee-owned and 
headquartered in Greensboro, NC, Columbia
operates 12 manufacturing facilities in the US
and Canada. Our portfolio of decorative 
interior veneers and panels is used in high-end 
cabinetry, fine furniture, architectural millwork, 
commercial fixtures and architectural wood doors.

About 
Columbia Forest Products


